Michael exits. Jeremy turns the television monitor on and sits down to drink his tinny as Media Eye’s opening credits roll before him: SFX music and opening credits end… revealing the Media Eye presenter in studio beside the Media Eye logo. Underneath is a huge key graphic picture of Jeremy and a title underneath: “Big Blowie Bungle”.

JEREMY:  

Presenter: Good evening. LateNight’s revelations tonight about the Ben Brandon expose that wasn’t - on commercial TV’s “24/7” program earlier this year - have delivered a new contender for our Blowfly Champion shoddy journalist award.

JEREMY:  

Presenter: “We have a saying in this business when something goes wrong on air… “well at least nobody died”; But in this case someone did. The work of 24/7 Executive Producer Jeremy Wright in getting the Ben Brandon story so wrong is seen by the Brandon family as a major trigger in Marcus Brandon’s tragic death ..

“We go shortly to our interview with former 24/7 journalist…

JEREMY:  

Presenter: “…and more recently Network 8 legal officer, Susan Alport,

JEREMY:  

Presenter: “…ahead of the release in a few weeks of her debut novel, Scandal Scoundrel,..

JEREMY:  

Presenter: “…but first, let’s trace the lies, short cuts and investigative bungles that have won Jeremy Wright his Blowfly Champion Shoddy Journalist of the Decade Award… Jeremy, if you’re watching, I remember you. You’re through.

JEREMY:  

Lights Dim to black.